Responses and signs in decision making contexts

– translational encounters of functional neuro-science and neuro-critical care
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Objective: Exploring the high-stake practices that constitute consciousness in patients with acute brain injury, investigating negotiations of evidence in the
translation of knowledge from neuroscience to neurocritical care.
Methods: Employing multi-sited anthropological fieldwork using ethnographic strategies of participant observation, conversation and interviews following
an experimental fMRI protocol and it’s interactions with the researchers, clinical staff and the patients with severe brain injury and unclear consciousness, as
images materialize, responses and signs are traced and possible reasoning emerges about the potential for recovery or its lack.

Day of fMRI scan
Researcher: “The images look like crap even the
most creative analysis won’t tell if that was a
response, or he just moved”
Physician: [fMRI as an important in

communication with relatives] “possibly in
particular if you are moving towards ending
treatment then we can say, we observe this and
this, and now we also have these images to tell
us this” [but with this specific patient they cannot
use the fMRI for anything, she expects. They
don’t have much doubt that he is vegetative]

What evidential status should
neuroscientific imaging have
in contextual alignment with
clinical practices of decision
making in patients with
severe brain injury?

Translational encounters of
neuroscience and
neurocritical care are
imbued with uncertainties
and ethical dilemmas

Day of results from fMRI – two days later
Researcher: relaying results to intensive care
staff. He is excited. […] ‘we actually found
something’, ‘we can actually see something’
.We are in a small circle around the researcher
and the print-out of the analysis he is holding.
He stresses this only means there’s a response.
Clinicians: clearly affected by this news. ‘This

gives me the chills’, ‘it’s a bit alarming’, ‘this is
frightening’ are their reactions. They start
discussing if they should reevaluate their prior
decision to suggest ‘to end it here’ […].

[excerpt from fieldnotes in experimental fMRI scan of patient with anoxic brain injury after cardiac arrest, 2017]
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